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Ready... Set...Go! Gavel in Short Session 2020 
  Hello Friends,
This past month I heard from many of you regarding the carbon emission or "Cap and Trade" bill. It is clear as a District and state we are divided on this legislation.
This week an email from various urban businesses landed in my inbox encouraging my support. Interestingly, most of businesses and nonprofits in the letter have plenty of money, enjoy access to broad band internet, and offer salaries that dwarf District 10 2018 per capita income ($29, 694).
Looking at our District, where per capita income comes close to federal poverty guidelines for a family of four ($25,750), and our suicide and addiction rates are quite high, I can’t help but wonder what has been done over the past twenty years to close the gap between the wealth of the Portland metro region and the shrinking middle class of surrounding counties.
With session just days away, my commitment is to you, my constituents and it is resolute. Ten years ago, legislators promised to hold short sessions to policy fixes and budget adjustments. I hope we keep that promise. I will stand up for policy that puts working families first, and I believe we can balance conservation of our beautiful state with practical public policy. But, I will stand against policy that empowers state agencies to raise taxes and further burden Oregon’s most vulnerable households.
If Cap and Trade passes our best guess is it's estimated to increase costs to households by $650 or more per year and add .19i-.72 cents to the price at the pump for our gas costs. That $650 burden reflects a 2% decrease in per capita income when it comes to calling Oregon home for the residents of my district. I'm sure that will be tough to bear for many. 
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